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Abstract : Mahasweta’s Dhauli is a story based on the pathetic life of a marginalized woman who was 

loved and made pregnant by Misrilal, but under the family pressures he married some other girl of a 

renowned family forcing Dhouli to take up prostitution as a profession in order to maintain Misrilal’s son. 

The lower caste was so submissive that wealthy people like Hanumanji and Kundan could forcibly 

dishonour any girl they felt beautiful and attractive. But they were treated as kept women.  Even the 

people in the society had to honour them as they were provided with food and money by the Misras. 

Dhouli’s case was different. She was separated from the society as she fell in love with Misrilal, though 

Misrilal made the first advances in their relationship and Dhouli refused considering the ultimate 

consequences. Study will be made to critically analyse how Dhouli struggled to feed Misrilal’s son, turned 

into a coveted prostitute,  was blamed in the panchayat meeting and forced to go to city to continue with 

her profession and Misrilal enjoyed finally to see her removed from the village.   
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Mahasweta Devi who earned the title ‘Sabar Janani’ for her dedicated service to the tribals, the 

most neglected and the most agonized ones in our country, depicts the society  as she experienced it in her 

lifetime staying with them in their ramshackle houses. Although she was married, but her conjugal life did 

not confine her to domestic responsibilities. She walked through almost all the tribal belts of Bihar. She 

was highly moved by the torn existence of the poorest tribals. Most of the tribals would work as 

agricultural and bonded labourers in the jotedars’ fields, but at the end of the day the wage they were given 

was unthinkable. As they were poor, they were placed in the margins. As a committed writer and social 

activist she carried on her responsibility to hammer on the injustices through her writings. In an interview 

with Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak she says, ‘I think a creative writer should have a social conscience. I 

have a duty toward society. Yet I don’t really know why I do these things. This sense of duty is an 

obsession, and I must remain accountable to myself’ (Imaginary Maps, ix).  

 

Prasanta’s shop in Taharr was like Chowringhee in Kolkata or Mall in Darjeeling. The bus that 

would leave Ranchi in the evening reached Taharr around eight p.m and the passengers had to alight from 

bus in front of Prasanta’s stall-cum-grocery shop to go to their different destinations. The buses were poor 

in appearances and crowded with the tribals during the local market days – Mondays, Wednesdays and 

Fridays. On Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays, they were empty. During the rainy seasons bus 

services would remain suspended between Taharr and Ranchi because of the unmetalled roads. As a result 

Taharr would remain completely isolated from the outside world in monsoon. 

 

 Dhouli, an exceptionally attractive and young ‘dusad’ girl, used to wait before Prasanta’s shop in 

the evening to see whether Misrilal, the youngest son in the all in all Misra family in Taharr, who made 
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her pregnant and left the place under the pressures and false assurances of his guardians, was coming back 

to her. It was a daily routine for Dhouli over the months. Misrilal was a brahmin, so marriage between the 

higher caste and the lower caste was not possible at all. The beautiful adivasi girls were supposed to be the 

kept ones of the powerful people like Misras in the society.  

 

After coming back from the Taharr bus stop, Dhouli had some water from pitcher and put off the 

small oil lamp of the hut. Her heart was twisting in pain from the thought of impending disaster. Dhouli’s 

mother advised her to bring medicine from Shanichari, a village woman, to clear the thorn in the womb, 

but Dhouli strongly disagreed. Her mother asked : 

 ‘Does he know you’re carrying his child? 

 Yes. 

 Would he have brought up the child? 

 He said so. 

 They always make such promises. You’re not the first dusad girl the Misras have ruined. Dusad, 

ganju, dhobi – who have they spared (3)?’ 

As Dhouli fell in love with Misrilal, Dhouli’s mother was thrown out of her cattle grazing job. She was 

blamed that she had stolen one of the goats of the Misras. She could not protest as she was completely 

powerless. 

  

 Before Dhouli fell in love with Misrilal, she and her mother used to work in the Misra family at 

Taharr – she would work in the orchard and her mother would graze the cattle in the forest. One day she 

told her mother to work in the orchard and she would take charge of the goats. While grazing goats in the 

forest, floods of memories would throng in her mind since her childhood days. She remembered that when 

she was a child she would go to local mela on her father’s shoulder. He would buy for her small and cheap 

sweetmeat when other people would buy and sell expensive goods. Her memory of marriage in her early 

stage of life was opaque, hazy. She was too young then. Her father had to borrow money from the Misras 

for her wedding ceremony and so he died to repay the loan working as a bonded labour for Misras. The 

bonded labour was extremely exploited and in an inierviwe with Spivak, Mahasweta told that she saw in 

Palamu that overloaded bullock cart was drawn by bonded labour under the burning heat of sun. She asked 

the landlord posing her as a government official why he told the labour to pull the cart. In reply what she 

heard was horrible enough : ‘These bullocks are costly. If I send a bullock, it will suffer in the heat and it 

might collapse. But these bonded labourers don’t count for much. A man can be wasted, a bullock cannot’ 

(Imaginary Maps, xiii).  Dhouli recollected her husband’s house, ‘They had two broken down rooms ; her 

mother-in-law would boil some corn at the end of the day. They would sit down to eat after the men had 

finished their meal (8).’ Her husband would physically torture her. He died young of a fever and she had 

to come back her mother’s home finally. 

 

 She remembered the day when she was affectionately proposed by Misrilal. There was a mela at 

Jhujhar. She went there. On her way back home she fell behind her group and so she was walking fast. She 

was also frightened of flesh traders visiting such mela who used to smuggle poor women from such rural 

and remote areas. On that day Misrilal met her, 

 ‘Didn’t you hear me? 

 What? 

 I was calling you. 

 Why? 

 Don’t you know? 

 No. Deota, don’t say such things. I’m a dusadin and you are a deota. 

 I love you. 
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No, deota. Don’t call it love. You’re a brahmin, you’re a young man. You’ll soon get married, your 

bride will come…’(9) 

But Misrilal was reluctant to consider the reality. He felt so lovesick that he wanted to marry a girl of 

lower birth ignoring the established social conventions of Taharr. When his elder brother Kundan had 

Jhalo with his children, Misrilal did not want to maintain a kept, on the contrary he wanted to marry 

Dhouli to make the relationship socially sanctioned. He was an open minded boy and modern in outlook 

hating the traditions of caste and untouchability in the society. No Government laws could also prevent 

them from being married. Moreover, he told Dhouli that Taharr was not the only place in the world. They 

would leave it for a new place to spend their married life happily. He was not interested in his family name 

and fortune. Dhouli called to mind, ‘Misrilal would avow such daring plans in the privacy of the secluded 

forest and his words, interwoven with the fables and fairy tales of the forest, would take on an unreal, 

magical aura (12)’. For their intimate physical relationship in the quiet and romantic ambience of nature, 

one day Dhouli felt Misrilal’s child was growing up in her womb. 

 
 Misrilal was genuine in his attitude to Dhouli, but his father Hanuman Misra and brother Kundan, 

were furious knowing Misrilal’s act of falling in true love with Dhouli. Kundan out of his uncontrolled 

rage wanted to murder them, but the cool-minded Hanuman Misra chalked out some other and effective 

plan. He wanted his youngest son send to a distant place so that there could be no communication between 

them : 

‘Look, first send your brother away.  

 Misrilal said, I’m not going anywhere. 

If you don’t go, we’ll make sure your corpse leaves the village. Men like you are a black mark 

against our name. 

Later, in desperation, Misrilal told his mother, Ma, Dhouli is carrying my child. 

So what? The men of our family have planted their seed in so many dusad and ganju girls. You’re 

a hot-blooded young man. Even Jhalo has three  sons by Kundan’(13).  

The decision they reached at was that Dhouli had to suffer because she was more responsible for such a 

relationship. She was more to blame for not considering a brahman’s honour in the society. She and her 

mother had to starve to death. But under the mounting up pressures and false assurances Misrilal finally 

agreed to leave the locality on the condition that his mother would supply them food as per their 

requirement.  

 

 It was not something uncommon in that society that a brahman boy had ruined a tribal girl. But this 

case was different because Dhouli herself was willing to fall in love with Misrilal. So, she was avoided in 

her society. There were many illegitimate Misra children in the ‘dusad-gunja-dhobi’ families, but they 

were dishonoured by Misras forcefully. So, they were provided with their requirement from time to time. 

Such women also led honourable and respectable life in the society. Otherwise Misras would be very 

displeased. The villagers thought if Dhouli was maintained by Misras, they would spare her, otherwise 

they would enforce her to take up prostitution as her profession for her sin. 

 

 Before departure, Misrilal came to meet Dhouli in the forest. Both of them wept inconsolably. 

Dhouli hid her face in her chest and he placed his face in her hair having the scent of soap from her hair. 

They seemed to be made for each other. He told her, ‘Listen, I’ll return in a month’s time. By then I’ll 

have decided where to go and what to do. I am not an educated guy. I don’t want a good job. Nor do I 

want all the land and property like my elder brother. I’ll settle somewhere and open a shop. These things 

have to be arranged, after all (16).’ Misrilal gave her five ten-rupee note and left.  
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 After a couple of days Dhouli’s mother visited Misra house and Misrilal’s mother gave her a 

kilogram of ‘maroa’ without any complaint. She was extremely careful to avoid her touch while giving 

‘maroa’ as she belonged to lower caste and told her to come again after three days. Hatred for lower caste 

was an alarming disease in society. In the story Draupadi we see that the lower-caste people were denied 

drinking water from the well by the higher-caste ones. There was no water in Birbhum, but in Jotedar, 

Surja Sau’s house there was plenty of it. The following piece of conversation between Surja Sau and 

Draupadi would be enlightening : 

‘What good did you do? 

Have I not given water to the village? 

You’ve given it to your kin Bhagunal. 

Don’t you get water? 

No. The untouchables don’t get water(184)’ 

On her second visit the amount of ‘maroa’ was reduced by fifty percent but the gap of three days was kept 

unchanged. During the third visit she was charged with stealing a container which was used by Misras for 

storing milk. As she was extremely marginalized, she left the place like an accused. She was told not to 

enter the house next time. On her fourth visit she was told that Mrs Misra had left Taharr for Burudiha. 

She left Misra house dejected, humiliated and harassed. 

 
 On coming back home Dhouli and her mother had first hot exchange of words and then both of 

them cried helplessly. After a while Dhouli’s mother told her that she would go to meet the forest 

contractor to get the job of a cook. She met him but got the work of a helper. When she would get food 

from the master, she would bring it home to share it with Dhouli. Her own community people noticed 

them very closely and so did the coolies who worked under the contractor to axe trees. The process was 

supposed to go on for a long time. So, they were not in a hurry to see what would happen ultimately. 

Moreover, waiting to see what was going to happen in such cases held a kind of enthusiasm and eagerness. 

Dhouli’s engagement with Misrilal extended and increased her popularity and demand. 

 

 Dhouli gave birth to a son at the end of Ashwin and Shanichari acted as a midwife. Shanichari, the 

medicine woman in the village, was sympathetic to her plight. When she went to meet Misrilal’s mother to 

treat her disease she told her that Dhouli gave birth to a son and the son looked exactly like Misrilal. Mrs 

Misra wanted Shanichari send Dhouli and her mother to a distant place because Misrilal’s marriage was 

finalized. As the would be in-laws were famous and the bride was not so attractive as Dhouli, if they heard 

of the past affair of Misrilal, they would be very offended. When Shanichari asked why in Dhouli’s case 

she was denied everything when other women used by Hanuman Misra and Kundan were provided for. 

Mrs Misra told her that Dhouli was refused assistance as her mother had stolen a utensil from Misra house. 

When Mrs Misra told Kundan to give Dhouli some amount of money, Kundan declined the proposal and 

told her, ‘Forget it. She’s just had a son. Soon she’ll start taking in clients, the slut. I’ll take care of things 

at this end – even when Misrilal gets married, he won’t come to the village’ (21).  

 
 But Hanumanji opposed Kundan’s idea of keeping Misrilal away from the village during his 

marriage. He said the bride must come to the village first and then they could leave for Dhanbad together. 

Dhouli knew everything and was thinking of the harsher future awaiting her. Her mother could be 

dismissed from her job of a helper any day. Selling the goats was the last option, but as they were needy 

they would not get good price for them. Moreover, this amount would come to an end quickly. The 

thought of her future life, especially the security of her child, made her restless and desperate. For Dhouli 

the love-affair between her and Misrilal seemed to be a legend as the forest and the waterfall had always 

been the places of so many legends. She imagined, ‘In that very forest, near the same waterfall, once upon 
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a time, had a brahman boy whispered sweet nothings to a dusad girl, murmuring, You are my koyeli, my 

beautiful dark bride? Had they lain wrapped in each other’s arms on a bed of red flowers strewn on that 

forest floor? Had it really happened? Had a deota really kissed the feet of a dusadin after extracting a thorn 

from it one day? No, it couldn’t have been. It was all a fantasy! Only the child sleeping in her lap was real’ 

(21-22). 

 

 Dhouli felt very upset about the safety of her son. She could not decide which way to go. She 

thought if customers came and knocked at her door, would she refuse them and starve to death? She could 

not even go to bring water from the village well as the gossip-mongers would make fun of her. When 

Misrilal’s marriage was celebrated in the village, the poor and low caste girls sang and danced at a 

distance and they were given money and food from the Misra house from a distance to avoid contact. On 

that night complete darkness engulfed the house symbolizing the dark future of Dhouli. Dhouli thought 

that Misrilal would come in the forest to meet her, so she waited near the waterfall, but her hope 

immediately turned into hopelessness. He did not come. So, Dhouli through Shanichari sent a message to 

Misrilal and he had arrived near the waterfall to meet Dhouli. Dhouli read in his eyes that he was still 

passionately attracted to her. He handed over one hundred rupee to her and promised to send money for 

the upbringing of his son. He left her with no more hope. After coming back home, Dhouli declared her 

decision strongly to her mother under the tremendous pressures of circumstances, ‘Go to Balatore and 

speak to Mausi. We’ll shift there and if necessary, I’ll sell myself there (25).’ 

 

 The next day Misrilal left Taharr for Dhanbad with his wife and subsequently Dhouli’s future sank 

into deep darkness. She received no communication from him and one hundred rupee was soon spent on 

food. In the meantime, one of the goats got lost, the other two were sold at cheap rate. Her community 

people, the members of Misra family and the workers were observing  her situation very closely. They 

came to see that Misrilal’s son was growing up on scraps and scrapings. Wisely studying the situation the 

customers started to pelt stones at her door to take advantage of her acute misery. Dhouli searched for a 

job in Prasanta’s shop, but she was denied as the Misras would be annoyed.  

 

 One day the head coolie caught  her by her hand and he made sexual gestures. Dhouli realized that 

this was her fate: 

 ‘Will you let me in? 

 Yes. And… 

 Yes? 

 Bring some money. 

 Money? 

Yes. And some makai too. If I’m setting up a shop, I might as well  charge (28).’ 

Dhouli told her mother to go to Shanichari’s house every night taking her son and come back early in the 

morning. Dhouli was firmly determined. What was ironical was that, ‘That night Dhouli inaugurated one 

of the printed saris that Misrilal had given her’(28). She got prepared to let the customers in at night. That 

night the head coolie came with some food items and a rupee. Dhouli satisfied the customer and went on 

doing that every night with new customers. Thus, they had adequate clothes again and sufficient food. 

Kundan was burning in fury as Dhouli turned into a greatly desired woman and learnt the way to survive. 

One day he asked Shanichari :  

 ‘You drink water from the same well she uses? 

 Who? 

 That Dhouli. 

What is it to you, deota ? Everyone frequents her these days. We’ve accepted her… 

Why? 
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Why not? How is she at fault? 

She’s become a randi’ (29). 

But Kundan could not win her to his side as she clearly told him that it was his brother who forced her to 

accept prostitution. 

 
 Being defeated, Kundan went to Dhanbad to apprise Misrilal of Dhouli’s latest developments. 

Misrilal did not believe Kundan and Kundan was secretly happy coming to realize that Misrilal had even 

soft corner for Dhouli. He felt pity for him. He privately felt about Misrilal, ‘He had to be made into a 

man! Untouchables must always be kept totally under control; at times one could take pity on them but 

one must be a man ! Otherwise how would Kundan manage it all? So many fields, orchards, illegitimate 

offspring, sexy, lowcaste females! Such bliss ! How else would he manage his empire (30)’? Misrilal 

rushed to Taharr to see in his own eyes how Dhouli was maintaining herself. In the evening he knocked on 

Dhouli’s door and a new Dhouli appeared before him. She was momentarily nervous but regained her 

confidence and asked if he wanted to come in. He charged her: 

 ‘You’ve become a whore? 

 Of course. 

 Why ? 

You left after you’d had your fun. Your elder brother tried to kill us by   denying us food. I had to 

save your son and myself’ (32). 

 

 Within few days, a panchayat meeting was held and people were not asked to give their opinions 

about Dhouli. Hanumanji announced the judgement that, ‘Dhouli cannot practise prostitution in this 

village. She can go to some town, to Ranchi, and do her whoring there. If not, her house will be set on fire 

and mother, daughter, child will be burned to death. Such sinful activities cannot continue in the heart of 

this village. This village still has brahmans living in it. Puja is still done in their homes every day’ (32).  

 

 To abide by such judgement shattered Dhouli had to leave home for Ranchi to enter into the 

commercial market of prostitution. The people who made her whore were most powerful and controlled 

the society. While journeying by bus, Dhouli felt that the nature was completely unaffected by her 

predicament. She thought, ‘Or is it that, for girls like Dhouli, nature accepted such a fate as only natural? 

The nature which, after all, was not created by the Misras – or had the sky, the trees and the earth sold out 

to the Misras as well?’ 

 

 Dhouli represents the physically exploited, mentally traumatized,  and  financially deprived women 

in her community, in the dispossessed and the disinherited community at large. Through this realistic 

depiction of the life of the tormented tribals, Mahasweta shows us how they were utilized and then denied 

by the jotedars and moneylenders. The afflicted were always at the mercy of these wealthy and powerful 

people in the society. The bonded labourers, Dhouli’s father was a bonded labour, was in worst conditions 

as their loan would never be repaid through generations of free labour for the moneylenders. We can 

conclude with a part of Mahasweta’s conversation with Spivak, ‘Pay them the honour that they deserve. 

Pay them the respect that they deserve.There are no dowry deaths among the tribals. And when they are 

called criminal tribes, I say, there is crime all over the state of Bihar. All over India. All over the world. 

Do these tribes commit all these crimes? They are your easy victims, they are your prey, you  hunt them. 

The system hunts them. And wants to brand them. The system which hunts them and uses them as target is 

the criminal’ ( Imaginary Maps, x). 
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